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  1 August 2022   

  POELLATH advises DBAG portfolio company Di-

eter Braun on acquisition of ASSMANN WSW 

Group 

  

  Dieter Braun GmbH, a DBAG portfolio company, has acquired through its holding company 

(Braun Group GmbH) ASSMANN WSW Group ("ASSMANN WSW"), a North Rhine-Westpha-

lia-based manufacturer and system provider of standard and customized connectors and cable 

assemblies. The two managing partners of ASSMANN WSW, Bernd Weidenhammer and 

Frank Walter, will hold shares in the Braun Group in the future. The parties have agreed not to 

disclose details of the transaction. POELLATH provided comprehensive legal and tax advice 

to the Dieter Braun Group in connection with the acquisition.  

ASSMANN WSW, based in Lüdenscheid, North Rhine-Westphalia, is a global manufacturer 

and system provider of standard and customized connectors, cable assemblies, heat sinks 

and assembly services with more than 50 years of experience in the electromechanical and 

cooling technology market. The owner-managed company has a sales organization and a well-

developed distribution network and generates one third of its sales with its own sales organi-

zation in the USA. A subsidiary in China also organizes the supply of important components 

and their quality control. Customized heat sinks and cable assemblies are manufactured at the 

company’s own production facility in Slovakia. The company employs around 80 people. 

The Dieter Braun Group is a specialist and solution provider for cable assembly and lighting 

technology. In addition to its headquarters in Bayreuth, the company has production sites in 

the Czech Republic and Ukraine, as well as in Mexico and China. The corporate group employs 

around 1,400 people. 

  

  POELLATH provided comprehensive legal and tax advice to the Dieter Braun Group in con-

nection with the acquisition with the following team: 

◼ Philipp von Braunschweig (partner, M&A/ private equity, Munich; co-lead). 

◼ Dr. Sebastian Rosentritt (counsel, M&A/private equity, Munich; co-lead) 

◼ Dr. Nico Fischer (partner, tax, Munich)  

◼ Dr. Matthias Werner (counsel, real estate, Berlin) 

◼ Andrea Streifeneder (senior associate, M&A/ private equity, Munich) 

◼ Christine Funk (senior associate, M&A/IP, Frankfurt) 

◼ Dr. Matthias Meier (associate, M&A/ private equity, Munich) 

◼ David Lübkemeier (associate, M&A/private equity, Munich) 
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◼ Andreas Gesell (associate, tax, Munich) 

About us 

POELLATH is a market-leading international business and tax law firm with more than 150 

lawyers and tax advisors in Germany. We stand for high-end advice on transactions and as-

set management. We offer legal and tax advice from one source. In our selected and highly 

specialized practice groups, we not only know the law, but shape the best practice in the mar-

ket together with our clients. National and international rankings regularly list our professionals 

as leading experts in their fields. 

We offer comprehensive service in the following areas: Mergers & Acquisitions | Private Equity 

| Venture Capital | Private Funds | Real Estate | Corporate and Capital Markets | Finance | Tax 

| Private Clients | Foundations and Non-Profit Organizations | IP/IT, Distribution and Antitrust 

Law | Litigation and Arbitration. 

 


